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Strategic Communication at Work provides the reader with a practical approach to
engaging in all types of communication—one-on-one, small group, and large group—to
achieve intended results. The framework presented enables readers to make informed
decisions that increase the effectiveness of their communication and enhance their
credibility. Lennard presents the IMPACT Paradigm—Intending, Messaging, Presence,
Attending, Connecting, and Together—in the first part of the book explaining the benefits
of using a single framework for all strategic communication. The second part illustrates
how to apply these principles and approach interactions with a purposeful mindset,
express ideas congruently, and connect with others. The third part offers curated
exercises for practicing communication skills, along with specific ways to integrate the
paradigm into everyday communication interactions. The text’s clear and practical
approach will appeal to graduate students of business communication, as well as
instructors and professionals interested in improving their communication skills.
Appropriate as a primary text for business communication and professional writing,
Writers at Work presents key strategie for communicating in a variety of professional
settings. The text highlights collaborative learning exercises, invention strategies for
business writing, ethical desicion making and scenarios as writing models. The result is
a unique applicatrion of cognitive learning theory to professional communication and
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represents rthe first social/cognitive rhetoric for business writing.
Social Media for Strategic Communication: Creative Strategies and Research-Based
Applications Second Edition teaches students the skills and principles needed to use
social media in persuasive communication campaigns. This book combines cutting
edge research with practical, on-the-ground instruction to prepare students for the realworld challenges they’ll face in the workplace. By focusing on strategic thinking and
awareness, this book gives students the tools they need to adapt what they learn to
new platforms and technologies that may emerge in the future. A broad focus on
strategic communication – from PR, advertising, and marketing, to non-profit
advocacy—gives students a broad base of knowledge that will serve them wherever
their careers may lead. The Second Edition features new case studies and exercises
and increased coverage of diversity and inclusion issues and influencer marketing
trends. INSTRUCTORS: Your students save when you bundle Social Media for
Strategic Communication, Second Edition with Freberg?s Portfolio Building Activities in
Social Media, Second Edition featuring 125 real-world activities across various social
media platforms. Order using bundle ISBN 978-1-0718-6142-4.
Strategic Sport Communication, Third Edition, presents a comprehensive examination
of the evolving field of sport communication. With a complete approach to the
multifaceted and interrelated applications of sport communication, this text will help the
reader understand modern trends and industry demands. The book’s topics align with
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the Common Professional Component topics outlined by the Commission on Sport
Management Accreditation (COSMA). Organized into three parts for easy
understanding, part I familiarizes students with the field by defining sport
communication, presenting historical analysis, and providing an extensive discussion of
career opportunities. Part II focuses on the elements of the Strategic Sport
Communication Model (SSCM). This model details the three main components of sport
communication: personal and organizational aspects of communication, mediated
communication in sport, and sport communication services and support systems.
Students will understand how each component plays an integral role in sport
management, sport marketing, and operational goals at all levels of sport organizations.
Part III examines legal aspects and critical sociological and cultural issues. Significant
updates throughout the third edition capture the evolution of sport communication: A
look at emerging communication platforms and modern technologies such as fantasy
sports and online gambling New content covering the cutting-edge topics of customercentric marketing, influencer marketing, the rise of digital media in integrated marketing,
and the use of data analytics in marketing communication A new discussion of digital
public relations tools and new examples of crises in sport, including a case study that
provides a real-world example of a crisis in sport communication Learning
aids—including key terms, chapter objectives, and chapter wrap-ups with review
questions and individual exercises—provide for an engaging and focused learning
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experience. Updated for this edition, Sport Communication at Work sidebars feature
industry experts applying chapter content, and Profile of a Sport Communicator
sidebars highlight professional opportunities. In Strategic Sport Communication, Third
Edition, students will develop a thorough understanding of the vast and varied field of
sport communication. As the exciting field of sport communication continues to present
new challenges, the analysis provided within this text will provide the foundational and
theoretical understanding necessary for aspiring sport communication professionals to
succeed.
What is internal communication? What role does it play in contemporary organizations?
What are the consequences of malfunctioning internal communication? There are many
aspects of internal communication – work related, social, formal, informal, vertical,
horizontal, between coworkers, between coworkers and managers, communication
before and under organizational changes, internal crisis communications and so forth.
We think of different forms of communication channels such as intranet, staff
magazines, electronic billboards and internal television. This book interconnects these
different parts and emphasizes the strategic value and importance of internal
communication. We understand internal communication as an unused capital with a
large potential for organizational success. Further, we understand internal
communication as a basic prerequisite of organizations that is performed by all
members of an organization – managers, coworkers and communication professionals.
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Traditionally, there has been too much emphasis on the work and function of
communication professionals when internal communication is discussed, but most of
the communication value is actually produced by managers and coworkers. However,
communication professionals are the communication experts in organizations that
strategically facilitate the organization. This book is based on a cooperation between
Susanne Dahlman, senior communication consultant, and Mats Heide, Professor in
Strategic Communication at Lund University. Hence, this book has a unique approach
that covers both practical and academic aspects of internal communication. This book
is a response to the demand for a book that covers the strategic aspects of internal
communication in practice, and as such is ideal reading for both practitioners and
advanced students.
You’ll begin with a thorough analysis of your internal communication, which includes
self talk related to personal esteem, resilience, and outlook. Next, you’ll explore how to
build effective and satisfying alliances with others (your external communication), which
includes the development of skills related to negotiation, social awareness and
emotional intelligence. Finally, you will be guided to develop your instrumental
communication, which includes skills related to effective teaching, advocacy and
leadership.
The most successful communication professionals today are no longer just communication
experts. They are also masters of business. To serve as trusted advisors to the C-suite and to
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collaborate across the enterprise means having a strong grounding in business acumen.
Mastering Business provides strategic communications and public relations students and
professionals with expert insights and advice into the various major business functions and
departments from an assemblage of top strategic communication leaders representing some of
the world's leading brands. In a collection of more than 20 essays from current and former
Chief Communications Officers (CCOs), the authors show us the business areas that
communicators help convene, integrate and translate across their enterprises and to external
stakeholders. Each essay features a Career Spotlight by the CCO and a C-suite View
response from a colleague and business leader, including top CEOs, presidents and CFOs.
Collectively, this book provides readers with a rare view of the leadership roles played by top
strategic communicators inside some of the most well-known brands and organizations.
DON'T LET YOUR WRITING HOLD YOU BACK. When you’re fumbling for words and
pressed for time, you might be tempted to dismiss good business writing as a luxury. But it’s a
skill you must cultivate to succeed: You’ll lose time, money, and influence if your e-mails,
proposals, and other important documents fail to win people over. The HBR Guide to Better
Business Writing, by writing expert Bryan A. Garner, gives you the tools you need to express
your ideas clearly and persuasively so clients, colleagues, stakeholders, and partners will get
behind them. This book will help you: • Push past writer’s block • Grab—and keep—readers’
attention • Earn credibility with tough audiences • Trim the fat from your writing • Strike the
right tone • Brush up on grammar, punctuation, and usage
Recipient of the 2020 Textbook Excellence Award from the Textbook & Academic Authors
Association (TAA) Business and Professional Communication provides students with the
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knowledge and skills they need to move from interview candidate, to team member, to leader.
Accessible coverage of new communication technology and social media prepares students to
communicate effectively in real world settings. With an emphasis on building skills for business
writing and professional presentations, this text empowers students to successfully handle
important work-related activities, including job interviewing, working in team, strategically
utilizing visual aids, and providing feedback to supervisors. This title is accompanied by a
complete teaching and learning package. Contact your SAGE representative to request a
demo. Digital Option / Courseware SAGE Vantage is an intuitive digital platform that delivers
this text’s content and course materials in a learning experience that offers auto-graded
assignments and interactive multimedia tools, all carefully designed to ignite student
engagement and drive critical thinking. Built with you and your students in mind, it offers simple
course set-up and enables students to better prepare for class. Learn more. Assignable Video
with Assessment Assignable video (available with SAGE Vantage) is tied to learning objectives
and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life. LMS Cartridge (formerly known as
SAGE Coursepacks): Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning
management system (LMS) and save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the
same online resources for this title via the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn
more.
This book proposes a model for directly aligning strategic communication with organisational
business planning to enable effective management of mid- to long-term organisational issues.
It argues that current conceptualisations of strategic communication need to be extended to
locate it more precisely within definitions of strategy and as an essential element of mid- and
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long-term business planning. This approach re-positions strategic issues communication in a
professional practice dimension that has a specific focus on issues that do not immediately
impact on an organisation’s ability to achieve its day-to-day business goals. Full of
contemporary examples from business, and including a thorough explanation of how the model
can be applied in professional practice, the book will prove illuminating reading for scholars,
students, and professionals alike.
This textbook is suitable for university students and executives, and also for any person who
wishes to gain a broad understanding of business communication and public speaking. Zahed
Mannan examines both the historical roots, as well as contemporary theories of
communication, to give the reader an introduction to the theory and practice of communication.
He then applies the principles of communication to the public speaking context and guides the
reader through the steps in the writing process. The book ends with a part that deals
specifically real life examples of business communication. The text comprehensive topic
coverage provides clear guidance for all communication practices in business and
organizations. Centered on the ntion that business communication can influence the
interpretation of issues and events, this text provides students and executives with practical
tips, contemporary applications, and emphasized on realities of daily career life. BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION has been written and designed to fulfill the requirements of current and
future communication needs in the social and political context of Bangladesh, as well as the
requirements of outcomes-based education. It is hoped that this book will meet the
requirements of teaching, training and development program. Besides, the text will provide
valuable guidance to any individual who is keen on improving his/her communication skills.
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Engaging Employees through Strategic Communication provides a detailed overview of
employee communication and its evolution as a tool to drive employee engagement and
successful change management. Approaching the subject with the philosophy that internal
audiences are essential to the success of any strategic communication plan and business
strategy—particularly as they relate to driving change—Mark Dollins and Jon Stemmle give
readers a working knowledge of employee communication strategies, skills, and tactics in ways
that prepare students for careers in this rapidly expanding field. Providing the tools necessary
to evaluate the impact of successful employee communication campaigns, they put theory and
cutting-edge research into action with practical examples and case studies sourced from awardwinning entries judged as best-in-class by the International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC), the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA), PRWeek, and
PRNews. The book is ideal for undergraduate and graduate students in internal, corporate, or
employee communication courses and will be a useful reference for practitioners who want to
understand how to carry out effective employee communication engagement and changemanagement campaigns.
Mastering Business for Strategic Communicators provides strategic communication students
and professionals with expert insights on the various major business functions and areas from
an assemblage of top strategic communication leaders.
On business communication
The 11th edition of Communicating at Work enhances the strategic approach, real-world
practicality, and reader-friendly voice that have made this text the market leader for three
decades. On every page, students learn how to communicate in ways that enhance their own
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career success and help their organization operate effectively. This edition retains the hallmark
features that have been praised by faculty and students--a strong emphasis on ethical
communication and cultural diversity, discussions of evolving communication technologies, and
self-assessment tools--while incorporating important updates and ground-breaking digital
teaching and learning tools to help students better connect to the course material and apply it
to real world business situations.
The 11th edition of Communicating at Work enhances the strategic approach, real-world
practicality, and reader-friendly voice that have made this text the market leader for three
decades. On every page, students learn how to communicate in ways that enhance their own
career success and help their organization operate effectively. This edition retains the hallmark
features that have been praised by faculty and students--a strong emphasis on ethical
communication and cultural diversity, discussions of evolving communication technologies, and
self-assessment tools--while incorporating important updates and ground-breaking digital
teaching and learning tools to help students better connect to the course material and apply it
to real world business situations. Connect is the only integrated learning system that
empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they
need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective.
Communicating Effectively For Dummies shows you how to get your point across at work and
interact most productively with bosses and coworkers. Applying your knowledge and skill to
your job is the easy part; working well with others is often the hard part. This helpful guide lets
you maximize your personal interactions, even when resolving conflicts, dealing with
customers, or giving difficult presentations. Whether you’re the CEO of a major corporation, a
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small business owner, or a team manager, effective and clear communication is imperative to
your success. From keeping your listener engaged to learning to become a better listener,
Communicating Effectively For Dummies offers all the strategies, tips, and advice you need to:
Learn how to become an active listener Accentuate the positive in negative situations Find winwin solutions for conflicts Stay on track when writing e-mails and letters Handle presentations,
interviews, and other challenges Speak forcefully and assertively without alienating others
Management consultant Marty Brounstein — author of Handling the Difficult Employee and
Coaching and Mentoring For Dummies — gives you the keys to a thriving career with expert
advice on effective verbal and nonverbal communication. From mastering your own facial
expressions (and reading them in others) to being a happy boss, Brounstein covers all the
angles: Becoming aware of your own assumptions Dealing with passive-aggressive
communicators What to say to help someone open up to you Communicating through eye
contact and body language Maintaining a positive attitude Dealing with sensitive issues
Effective conflict resolution models When to use e-mail, the phone, or a face-to-face meeting
Dealing with angry customers Coaching your staff to communicate better In today’s highstress work environment, good communication skills are imperative for keeping your cool and
getting your point across. Knowing what to say and how to say it, as well as being a good
listener, can often be the difference between getting ahead and just getting by. This handy,
friendly guide shows you how to avoid common conflicts and make your voice heard in the
office.
This text prepares future professionals for success in the workplace through identifying
interpersonal communication skills and strategies and exploring when, how, and why to use
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them. Informed by academic research, professional literature, and author Joseph L.
Chesebro’s own experiences, the text explores and demonstrates the skills that have
facilitated Chesebro’s own students to find work and to succeed in their professional lives.
Offering a very practical focus on such topics as handling conflict and giving dynamic
presentations, Professional Communication at Work also covers essential interpersonal
communication skills that are often not discussed, such as: Using networking when job
hunting; Earning a good reputation as a new employee Using storytelling and questioning more
often Developing coaching relationships with the best senior employees in our workplace,
Practicing and developing new skills on our own, and Using workplace politics in a positive and
constructive way to accomplish our goals. Utilizing the approach of a supportive
communication coach, this text will help readers gain a variety of practical communication
strategies they can apply to contribute to success in their own careers.

Communicating at Work provides students with strategies that are rooted in
current research and real-world best practices. With Communicating at Work,
students will gain the tools they need to make informed and ethical decisions in
face-to-face and virtual environments and to master practical skills and
competencies necessary for succeeding and maintaining balance in today's
business world. Updates throughout the twelfth edition reflect the rapidly
changing landscape of professional communication influenced by the visibility
and connectedness of the mobile revolution.
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The best leaders know how to communicate clearly and persuasively. How do
you stack up?If you read nothing else on communicating effectively, read these
10 articles. We’ve combed through hundreds of articles in the Harvard Business
Review archive and selected the most important ones to help you express your
ideas with clarity and impact—no matter what the situation. Leading experts such
as Deborah Tannen, Jay Conger, and Nick Morgan provide the insights and
advice you need to: Pitch your brilliant idea—successfully Connect with your
audience Establish credibility Inspire others to carry out your vision Adapt to
stakeholders’ decision-making style Frame goals around common interests Build
consensus and win support
Because insights can be viewed as fragments of knowledge collected through
experience and education, they are not easily communicated to organizational
leaders. Successful organizational leaders make use of different strategies to
effectively communicate insights at various levels and types of organizations,
from both academic and perspectives. Synthesizing creative, critical, and
existential insights across analytics, communication, and management provides
an intersection to address a need for an edited collection of original research in
this area. Effective Strategies for Communicating Insights in Business is an
essential reference book that provides relevant theoretical frameworks, critical
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and creative insights, and the latest empirical research findings in communication
approaches within organizations. Covering topics that include knowledge
transfer, data visualization, and decision making, the book seeks to inspire the
understanding of effective strategies for improving organizational performance
through improved utilization of insights in different types of work communities,
environments, and contexts. The target audience of this book is composed of
executives and managers, as well as professionals, academicians, students, and
researchers working in the field of analytics, business, communication, and
knowledge management across various disciplines, for example, decision
science, organizational behavior, political science, communication sciences,
administrative sciences, and management.
Focusing on risky interactions, the book centres on those interactions that
threaten identities and relationships and sometimes careers such as: practising
dissent; repairing broken relationships; managing privacy; responding to
harassment; offering criticism and communicating emotion. In doing so the text
helps students understand types of work situations that are both ethically
challenging and personally risky while presenting a theoretical model to help
them: integrate existing research, analyze situations, and generate new
questions.
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"Successful business communication is not a natural gift- it's a skill that anyone
can develop. From interviewing for a job to closing a deal, 10 Skills for Effective
Business Communication offers practical strategies to improve your
communication skills and help you succeed in your career. Equal parts research
and actionable advice, this book applies effective strategies from the world's most
successful professionals to common workplace scenarios. With step-by-step
guidance and simple exercises, you'll learn why, how, and when to use
fundamental communication skills to successfully navigate any situation"--Cover.
Strategic Communication for Organizations elucidates the emerging research on
strategic communication, particularly as it operates in a variety of organizational
settings. This book, appropriate for both students and practitioners, emphasizes
how theory and research from the field of communication studies can be used to
support and advance organizations of all types across a variety of business
sectors. Grounded in scholarship and organizational cases, this textbook:
focuses on message design provides introductory yet comprehensive coverage
of how strategy and message design enable effective organizational and
corporate communication explores how theory and research can be synthesized
to inform modern communication-based campaigns Strategic Communication for
Organizations will help readers discuss how to develop, implement, and evaluate
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messages that are consistent with an organization’s needs, mission, and vision,
effectively reaching and influencing internal and external audiences.
Communication and relationships sit at the centre of our hyper-connected lives,
and their effective management is a strategic necessity for all organisations
today. As the communication and public relations industries continue to grow
globally, they offer a dynamic career for those with the right skills and knowledge.
Jane Johnston and Leanne Glenny show how strategic communication and
public relations plug into the social, economic and political world, creating crucial
links between organisations and people. They explain how communication
professionals build partnerships, motivate and engage stakeholders, manage
content, media and planning, develop reputations, and troubleshoot crisis
communication. Strategic Communication is a complete introduction to the
fundamentals of communication and public relations for the next decade. It
presents innovative and creative approaches to deliver 100 tools and tactics,
over 30 theories and models, and three levels of strategy that underpin
successful communication. The authors include examples from around the world,
from private sector, public sector and not for profit organisations.
Communicating at Work: Strategies for Success in Business and the
ProfessionsMcGraw-Hill Education
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The book mainly addresses the following aspects: First, it systematically
introduces the domestic and foreign research results, pointing out the key
elements of the basic theory of IMC, according to a company’s present situation
and the practice of IMC strategy. Second, according to the different
characteristics of each organization, it provides various IMC organization
structures, such as linear structure Model l, a virtual network and centralized type
that focuses on individual interest, external types of the IMC organizational
structures Model, etc., and suggestions for further study are also presented.
A Practical, Strategic Approach to Managerial Communication Managerial
Communication: Strategies and Applications focuses on communication skills
and strategies that managers need in today’s workplace. This book continues to
be the market leader due to its strategic approach, solid research base,
comprehensive coverage, balanced examination of oral and written
communication, and focus on managerial, not entry-level, competencies. In the
Sixth Edition, author Geraldine E. Hynes preserves the book’s key strengths
while reflecting the realities of the contemporary workplace.
For business people looking to get results and up their income, this book divulges
no-nonsense strategies that can turn anyone into a powerful speaker who can
overcome challenges and influence the right listeners. * Provides hands-on, easyPage 17/18
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to-use tools to help anyone improve their business communication skills *
Contains original heartwarming stories, examples, and lessons learned from the
author's 20-year career in television news, a run for political office, and advising
some of the nation's biggest companies * Every chapter contains topical session
examples, stories, "Coaching Notes," "Quick Fixes," and subject-related quotes *
The index helps readers easily locate specific topics and references to key terms
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